FRIDAY: U.S. INSTITUTE OF PEACE

9:00AM - 11:00AM
PLENARY 4 - CARLUCCI AUDITORIUM
LEADING THE WAY

Artistic Invocation: Liza Azri
Cultivating Gratitude & Presence: Jen Smorgon, NEXUS Advisor
Charity With Dignity: Applying the Navy SEAL Mindset to Humanitarian Missions: Ephraim Mattos, Stronghold Rescue & Roof
Bringing Mental Health Out of the Shadows: Zak Williams, Bring Change 2 Mind
6x Kirsten Powers, CNN, USA Today, & Host of "How to Do You" Podcast
What It Really Means to Be Hungry in America: How Feeding America Is Disrupting the Charitable Food System: Rowena Paz Norman, Feeding America
Erasing the Hate: TM Garrett, CHANGE & Rickey Bevington, Georgia Public Broadcasting
A Future Forward: The Mission of Providing Hope to the Next Generation: Anousheh Ansari, PeaceFirst Foundation & Eric Dawson, PeaceFirst

11:00AM - 4:30PM
BIOHACKING WELLNESS SUITE Lower Pavilion

11:30AM - 12:30PM
CONCURRENT BREAKOUTS 3

ROOM B241
Refugee & Immigrant Young Leaders: Reshaping Their Communities: KATHWARI
Hunger Doesn't Discriminate, Or Does It?: KATHWARI
Activating Your Impact Assets - Peer Perspectives: ROOM B241
Could A Movie Really Help End Child Slavery?: ROOM B203
Meditation Tools For Busy Entrepreneurs: ROOM B203
How to be a SUPR Star: Tackling the Plastics Crisis: ROOM B203

12:30PM - 2:00PM
NEXUS LUNCHEON

1:00PM - 4:30PM
NEXUS FRIENDSHIP IGLOO

1:00PM - 2:00PM
LUNCH LABS

PEACELINKS
The Critical Path For The Regenerative Economic Revolution: Robert Johnson
From the Frontlines of COP26: High Level Next Steps & Unprecedented Actions: B241
Managing Up: Persuading Family Offices to Include Impact in Their Investment Theses: Resource Room

2:15PM - 3:15PM
CONCURRENT BREAKOUTS 4

ROOM B241
Justice & Equity Workshop: Aligning Your Capital with Your Values: KATHWARI
How Smart Cities Can Lead the Fight for a Sustainable Planet: ROOM B214
Meditation Tools For Busy Entrepreneurs: ROOM B203
How to be a SUPR Star: Tackling the Plastics Crisis: ROOM B203

3:45PM - 4:45PM
CONCURRENT BREAKOUTS 5

ROOM B241
NEXUS Shark Tank: Hear from our First Class of Accelerator Fellows: KATHWARI
US Sovereignty: Global Governance vs The Amazon: ROOM B214

4:45PM - 5:00PM
NETWORKING BREAK

5:00PM - 6:30PM
PLENARY 5 - CARLUCCI AUDITORIUM
#WEARENEXUS

Artistic Invocation: Steve Connell, Artist
How to Fix Racism: Lessons from Policing: Dr. Phillip Atiba Goff, Center for Policing Equity
Equity and the Green New Deal: Rhiana Gunn-Wright, Roosevelt Institute
NEXUS Response to Hurricane Dorian: Rupert Hayward, Grand Bahama Port Authority & Seth Davis, IsraAID
SUPR: How NEXUS is Tackling the Plastics Crisis: Cassia Patel, Oceanic Global Foundation, James Sternlicht, TXP LLC and Oceanic Global Foundation & Taylor Durland, Accenture
The Impact Show: Leveraging Storytelling for Good: Vince Molinari, Molinari Media
Closing Artistic Invocation: Christen Lien, Timeflux10

THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS

For a detailed summit agenda, download the mobile app. Simply search for “NEXUS Global” in your app store or visit usa2020.nexusglobal.org
WEDNESDAY EVENING:
UNITED STATES INSTITUTE OF PEACE

2301 CONSTITUTION AVE NW, WASHINGTON DC 20037

4:45PM - 5:45PM ROOM B241
NEW TO NEXUS

6:00PM - 8:15PM
WELCOME TO NEXUS

PLENARY 1 - CARLUCCI AUDITORIUM

ARTISTIC INVOCATION
Raye Zaragoza, Artist

Creating America’s AgTech Capital From Within Appalachia
Jonathan Webb, NEXUS Working Group on Energy Innovation & Environment

6:30PM - 8:15PM
NEW TO NEXUS

7:30PM - 10:30PM
AFFINITY DINNER & CONCERT:
PRESENTED BY LIFESTYLES MAGAZINE

THURSDAY: U.S. INSTITUTE OF PEACE

9:00AM - 11:15AM
PLENARY 2 - CARLUCCI AUDITORIUM

IDEAS INTO ACTION

ARTISTIC INVOCATION
Raye Zaragoza, Artist

9:30AM - 12:30PM
CONCURRENT BREAKOUTS 1

ROOM B241
Eating in a New Climate Reality: A Plant Based Cooking Demonstration
KATHWARI
Supercharging the Impact of Women in 2020
ROOM B214
Impact Investing: Innovation Across Asset Classes
ROOM B203
Family Legacy: Writing Your Own Story

PEACELINKS
Storytelling That Inspires Civic Action

RESOURCE ROOM
Making Sense of Opportunities to Preserve Our Oceans

12:30PM - 2:30PM
LUNCH LABS

PEACELINKS

1:15PM - 2:30PM
CHANGEMAKERS LUNCHEON & NETWORKING EXERCISE PRESENTED BY ASHOKA

1:45PM - 3:00PM
PLENARY 3 - CARLUCCI AUDITORIUM

BE FEARLESS

ARTISTIC INVOCATION
Jason Reynolds, Artist

The Future We Choose: Surviving the Climate Crisis
Christina Figueres & Tom Carnes, Good Optimism Ltd

An Urgent Call for Transforming the Criminal Justice System
Rikus Lumumba & Benny Ivey, Peoples Advocacy Institute, Jarret Harper, Represent Justice, and Christina Hollandbeck, NEXUS Working Group Toward Equal Justice

Creating America’s AgTech Capital From Within Appalachia
Jonathan Webb, NEXUS Working Group on Energy Innovation & Environment

How Business Can Be Used As A Force For Good
Mary Gailés, The Tocqueville Foundation

Enrique Limardo, Peoples Advocacy Institute, NEXUS Working Group Toward Equal Justice

3:00PM - 4:30PM
CONCURRENT BREAKOUTS 2

ROOM B241
Love and Money
ROOM B214
Innovative Financing for Inclusive Social Entrepreneurs
ROOM B203
Philanthropy & the SDGs: Putting Your Passion Into Action

PEACELINKS
Political Reform: Youth, Journalism & More

RESOURCE ROOM
Blockchain & Art: How Technology Changes the Conversation

4:30PM - 6:30PM
NEW TO NEXUS

8:30PM
UNOFFICIAL SIDE EVENTS HOSTED BY WORKING GROUPS & LABS

RSVP and payment required via nexusglobal.org/USA2020-Side-Events

THURSDAY EVENING:
NEW OFFICIAL SIDE EVENTS HOSTED BY NEXUS

08:30PM
UNOFFICIAL SIDE EVENTS HOSTED BY WORKING GROUPS & LABS

RSVP and payment required via nexusglobal.org/USA2020-Side-Events